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Abstract: Nowadays very difficult to store the data in secure manner. Most of the internet users suffer from 

security problems. To store the data in the cloud is easy task but the major issue here security .In cloud lot of is 

redundant data present so most of the space filled with replicated information it also a major challenge. 

Previous papers are described about deduplication with low security algorithms. Example symmetric algorithms 

are used to provide security. IN this paper we proposed high security public-key algorithms and for 

authentication purpose we extend various algorithms. Finally we protect the cloud from unauthorized access 

and also eliminate the replicated data using deduplication technique.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing is global virtual resource it provide service to users across the internet. For past few 

years back data will stored in hard disk and some other external storage devices. But very difficult to 

carry the data to along the users. So in recent year’s user data store in huge virtual storage location 

that is cloud.The cloud is large storage area to internet users here to upload and retrieve the data 

easily. It’s called cloud computing. Some users are stored same kind of information with different file 

names so due to the reason replication problem could arise. Lot of space filled with duplicated data. it 

is major problem for the cloud computing. Here using deduplication compression techniques are used 

to control and elimate the redundant data. Example if file will already save with some X file name 

suppose fortunately or unfortunately copy the same file gain in different location replication problem 

arise but using deduplication compression technique eliminate the duplicate file. But same file will be 

copied again if the file having any updating happens rather than the existed files. In cloud computing 

uploading data or files are easy task, but protect the data in secure is serious problem. IN the Existing 

paper using symmetric algorithm for authentication and retrieve the file from the cloud. 

Symmetric Algorithm: Basically it is better algorithm to encrypt the data at huge, same key using 

both encryption and decryption process. By using symmetric key the attacker easy to break the keys 

because if the attacker find any of the encryption key, the same key using at the time of decryption. in 

this algorithm very useful for encrypt use amount of data. 

Public-key Algorithm: It provide most security than symmentric.using different keys for both 

encryption and decryption process. Those are public and private keys. 

Private keys only known by users, public keys are universal keys. For authentication purpose using 

private key for encryption by the user public key for the decryption by the destination user. For 

confidentiality using public key for encryption by the user and private for decryption at end user.  

In this Paper we proposed using efficient authentication Kerberos Algorithm. 

2. EXISTING SYSTEM 

In Existing system User freely to upload the load frequently. To eliminate the redundant information 

on cloud used deduplication compression method. The upload the files in encrypted manner. Those 

who are known the key having the access permissions. 

The cloud filled with encrypted data files.   
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From the fig.Data owner upload the files to cloud by applying various symmetric algorithms. 

Cloud allows any kind of information from the data owners. But in case of cloud user searching any 

kind of files from the cloud, if find any of the file before download it the cloud user know the 

corresponding decryption keys. If it matches then retrieve the file.in existing system use symmetric 

keys for data security. There is no proper Authentication scheme to avoid unauthorized users.  

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The proposed system enhancing the properties of existing systems. 

The following steps are: 

a) Encryption 

b) Authentication 

c) Confidentiality 

a) Encryption: 

Encryption process using public key algorithms. Using different keys for both encryption and 

decryption process in increase security levels.  

b) Authentication 

In Authentication phase using classical Kerberos’s algorithm to protect from unauthorized access. 

From the fig shows KDC provide interface to the server. KDC has AS, TGS and DB.it generate 

session valid interface from client to server. But it valid only during the session time only. 

 
c) Confidentiality 
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The client send the data in secure manner through the session interface before it could expire.to 

continue the same connection no need to contact KDC again, choose same connection until to 

complete the task. For secure files upload/downloads using Kerberos for outsource files transmit in 

normal way.    

4. CONCLUSION 

The most of the main issues with cloud computing have been addressed to a degree that clouds have 

become interesting for full commercial exploitation. This however does not mean that all the 

problems listed above have actually been solved. Cloud computing is therefore still as much a 

research topic, as it is a market offering. For better authentication confidentiality and security in cloud 

computing we have proposed new deduplication constructions using secure algorithms it supporting 

for authorized duplicate check in efficient cloud architecture, in which the duplicate-check tokens of 

files are generated by the with symmetric keys. Proposed system includes proof of data owner 

(Authentication) so it will help to implement better security issues in cloud computing. 
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